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SUBJECT:

UPDATE OF TRANSIT ACCESS PASS (TAP) AND FARE GATE
INSTALLATION

ACTION:

RECEIVE AND FILE

RECOMMENDATION
Receive and file status report on the TAP Program and fare gate installation at Metro
Rail stations.

The following is a status report on the progress of TAP implementation and gating.

DISCUSSION
The sections below summarize the actions taken by staff over the last fiscal year to
address both technical and operational issues of concern and provide an up-to-date
status of the TAP program in recent months.

TAP MANAGEMENT
The TAP program was incorporated into the Communications strategic business unit in
August 2009. Over these last 11 months, significant management changes were
implemented to ensure that this complex program was restructured to improve
coordination and communication among all departments and executive units that have
been impacted by TAP.
Most significantly, four new areas of management focus were created to address
Customer Issues; Operational Issues; Capital Projects integration; and Regional
Implementation.
TAP was organized into manageable business sections that aligned existing staff
resources to specific tactical initiatives. One group was tasked with correcting issues
and complaints related to TAP card application processing, card malfunctions, and

patron confusion. Another set of staff were simultaneously directed to address impacts
with Transit Operations. This was accomplished by working directly with Operations'
management at several levels. First, TAP was invited to a focus group with bus
operators who presented TAP issues that were caused either by mechanical
malfunctions or created potential customer conflicts. Another initiative was supporting
Operations to reinforce training on fare box messages that were confusing to bus
operators. A third group has been focused on capital initiatives such as fare gating
installation and deployment of new hand-held cell phones for fare inspectors. Lastly, a
fourth group has been working on regional issues to complete Municipal Operator
installations and to trouble shoot technical issues as well as address financial clearing
and adopting operating rules for the region.
These four key "tactical teams" were organized and have accomplished the following:
CUSTOMER
Metro and Municipal Operators have currently issued over 1.6 million cards to the
region's riding public and the collective TAP agency participants have seen a steady
growth of transactions that exceed over 15 million TAP boardings per month. These
customers have been using the TAPTOGO.net website and regularly call the
1.866.TAPTOGO Regional Tap Service Center that is responsible for managing
Municipal Operator and Metro TAP customer service issues.
Improved Customer Service Support
Over the past 6 months, the Regional Service Center has implemented rigid procedures
and controls to manage calls from patrons and retail outlets. This has resulted in the
proper handling of 1000 regional calls a day with wait-times averaging below 30
seconds. A new bilingual Interactive Voice Response (IVR) messaging system has
enhanced the customer experience from the initial start-up phase over a year ago.
Metro's Management Services Audit Department (MASD) completed an audit of the
patron Complaint Logs in late 2009 to ensure that appropriate recording, response, and
controls have been implemented. A final report was issued in April 2010 that
demonstrated TAP has implemented controls to account for complaints received at the
Regional Service Center.
As we have steadily migrated 80% of paper pass riders to TAP, the card production and
application turn-around time has increasingly improved so that reduced fare customers
received their permanent personalized (photo and name bearing TAP cards) in less
than one week. New cards are produced each month at the Regional Service Center as
Metro and Municipal Operators have increased cut-over of remaining paper pass
holders.
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Acclimated customers to TAP and increased customer confidence with card reliabilitv.
Customers have accepted TAP across the region as ridership accounted for 77% of all
passes on TAP at Metro (April data). A recent survey showed that 61% of Metro
patrons use a TAP card, and 59% say they prefer TAP over paper passes. (See
Attachment A). These numbers will continue to grow as remaining corporate accounts
still selling paper "flash" passes are converted to TAP over the next 6 to 12 months and
as Metro introduces the stored value cash debit card.
Retail Vendor Outlet and Ticket Vending Machine, and Website sales
The 400+ outlet vendor network continues to be the cornerstone of TAP sales and
reloading as 37,000 passes are accounted for each month and as sales have reached
in excess of $8 million monthly TAP loads. This fiscal year, Metro's devices, including
rail ticket vending machine loading of TAP passes, combined with bus fare box
autoloads and website sales accounted for 35% of TAP pass sales. More than 57%
were loaded or purchased at the retail outlets and another 8% of TAP loads occurred at
Metro or regional customer centers. Ticket vending machines and fare box autoloads
help defray operating expenses plus provides convenience to customers who do not
have to stand in long lines each week and month. Enhancements to the TAP website
and launch of Metro's cash stored value "debit" TAP card will further help reduce cash
processing and provide even more customer convenience over the next 6 months.
OPERATIONS

Assembled operations working group to identifv and address TAP issues
In reviewing TAP and its impact on the bus operator, two situations were identified that
involved the TAP customer - bus operator confrontations. The first situational condition
is a fare dispute that occurs when patrons claim to either have stored value or a valid
pass, but the fare box shows the card to either be short of funds, invalid due to the
absence of a valid pass, or does nothing because the card is damaged or is counterfeit.
The second TAP dispute involves a patron who, after putting money in the fare box,
expects to be handed a TAP card (or some type of fare media) that the operator did not
carry. Initially, due to lack of procedures and the appropriate tools to resolve these
issues, operators had no alternative except to "ad lib" solutions to creatively mitigate
customer confrontations. Temporary procedures were instituted to help operators avoid
customer confrontations in these circumstances.
Specifically, an interim procedure was implemented that allowed bus operators to use
their hand punch to convert existing Interagency Transfers into emergency fare media.
A procedure was also instituted for a short period that allowed the operators to mark
and identify questionable TAP cards. During the six weeks of the test period, there
were over 20 million successful TAPS on the Metro bus system, only 50 transactions did
not work due to technical issues. Card performance achieved a 99.98% level of card
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accuracy. This test also validated fare box integrity and card reliability and helped
remove fraudulent or bad cards from the system.
Assembled Operator Focus group to review issues and procedures.
A cross section of bus operators was brought together along with Operations
Management and TAP Operations to garner feedback from the bus operators on TAP
farebox functions and customer service. Pending action items that have stemmed from
this group included minor changes to the fare box setting to improve throughput and
adjusting the volume of the fare box audible alerts; finding a more permanent solution to
the issuance of Interagency Transfers as an "emergency" Day Pass plus developing a
Day Pass to sell on board buses for occasional riders and tourists; and, providing
additional patron education materials on board buses including the Transit TV
communication medium augmented with more external patron support and outreach.
CAPITAL IMPLEMENTATION
Fare Gate installation is complete
The installation of almost 400 rail gates has been completed at 41 stations throughout
the system. Included are the Metro Red and Purple Lines (subway) as well as the two
underground stations on the Gold Line Eastside Extension and selected Metro Blue and
Pasadena Gold Line stations. Installations have also been completed on all of the
grade-separated Green Line stations. One station has been impacted by the City of
Compton's remodeling project, so rail gates will be deferred until their construction has
been completed. Fencing surrounding the gates will be completed this month, July
2010.
Incorporating Gating into Future Rail Stations
Board directed staff to examine fare gating on future rail systems. The Metro
Construction division has completed a comprehensive document - Metro Rail Systems
Design Criteria - to define all future rail station construction. Within these broader
criteria, one specific section was created to establish fare equipment and gating criteria
that conforms to all safety and customer "through-put" requirements.
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Alert Gatincl Svstem to be installed by September
An alternative operating model will be implemented that achieves the positive aspects of
locking gates and avoids increasing operating costs. Gates will operate in an "alert"
environment with limited changes to software and no changes to hardware except to the
LED light on the top of the display pod. As the tripod turnstiles rotate on entry using
either TAP cards or paper tickets, the emission of the LED colored light can be set to
trigger exclusively when the rotation of the turnstile is not associated to a physical "tap"
of the smart card reader. Rather, the LED light illuminates when the turnstile rotation is
independent of any smart card transmission. Such a feature can be used as an
identifier for fares that require inspection. As a patron passes though a gate they will
TAP with a valid card and the gate light is static. A patron who passes through a gate
with a valid paper fare or an invalid TAP card can be identified for visual inspection of
the ticket or with a hand-held inspection device in the case of a potentially invalid or
malfunctioning TAP card. In certain circumstances, isolated gate arrays can be
physically locked to permit 100% inspection protocols or to provide greater security for
patrons during off-peak hours.
This is a necessary interim step toward locking gates. It emerges as regional operators
continue to examine options and alternatives for their customers and allows Municipal
Operators and local service providers that are not participating in TAP and Metrolink to
access the regional system. This action offsets additional gating operational costs that
are caused by ancillary needs such as monitoring and human interface (station agents)
plus converting paper tickets and passes.
Staff will analyze this hybrid inspection system to assess if it achieves system
performance goals as high as 20% increase in Ticket Vending Machine revenue
recovery without additional operating costs that come with locking gates (fare media
and camera-phone or station agents).
The full costlbenefit of this alternative approach cannot be fully analyzed until the costs
for manual fare inspection and impacts on revenue recovery rates are compared to the
all-in additive costs for locking gates (fare media, agents, etc.). However, the potential
benefit during this interim phase, while we must necessarily wait for fare policy
decisions to be made by non-TAP agencies presents a window of opportunity to
conduct this test. If revenue recovery is not achieved or other operational issues
present complications to make this a permanent solution, the gates can always be
restored to the locking configuration with little effort and cost.
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Fare Enforcement
TAP Operations has recently completed a pilot test with the Los Angeles County
Sheriff's Department on new TAP fare inspection devices (Mobile Phone Validators MPV). These are cellular phones that operate with Near Field Communication (NFC)
protocols. MPVs provide convenience to fare inspectors and uniformed officers because
of their smaller size and ease of use as compared to the current large hand-held
devices. 65 units will be in operation by July and August 2010 with the current fare
inspectors. Additional units have been ordered to facilitate all uniformed officers to also
carry the MPVs to conduct TAP card checks conveniently, either on or off-board rail
cars and at rail stations. (Note: These devices are also being considered as options for
neighboring smaller bus operators or those not interested in the regional TAP program
as a low cost alternative to validate smart cards. These devices are also being
considered as a potential solution to enable rear-door boardings on buses such at
Foothill's Silver Streak). (See photo attachment.)
Fare Media Plan
On this month's agenda is a separate contract action to approve the procurement for
replenishment of the region's TAP cards. As 1.6 million cards have been issued by both
Metro and Municipal TAP agencies over the last 4 years this procurement will include a
variety of new plastic smart cards for regular and reduced fare riders plus include
"Limited Use" (paper smart) cards. This alternative fare instrument introduces additional
flexibility to migrate fare products such as day passes for occasional riders and tourists,
and also have potential for re-introduction of day passes sold on board buses. In
addition, they can be used as the future replacement for the current paper Regional EZ
Transit Pass since this fare media requires visual inspection by participating agencies
that have not procured TAP-compatible equipment. In the future, smaller operators or
those not interested to participate fully in the regional TAP program can use the MPV
devices similar to that described above for fare enforcement. Also of note is that these
devices are also being considered as a potential solution to enable rear-door boardings
on buses such at Foothill's Silver Streak. However, as a prelude to full automation, the
benefit of these low-cost, limited use paper smart cards is enabled by the visual
inspection that is possible by the use of stickers. Yet transit agencies with full TAP
capability can also benefit from these limited use products because they can fully utilize
their automated fare system, eliminating manual classification of fares by bus operators,
and enables revenue reconciliation among those who have invested in TAP. Other
options for such disposal paper smart card include use for rail-issued day passes from
ticket vending machines, and for special events and promotions with hotels and
convention centers. Such applications have been proven successful over the last
several years in limited quantities that were tested with convention attendees from
APTA and CalTrans, and with the Los Angeles Visitors Bureau.
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REGIONAL
Six municipal operators have enabled TAP for their bus systems (AVTA, Culver
CityBus, Foothill Transit, Montebello Bus Lines, Norwalk Transit and Santa Clarita
Transit). In addition, Staff has worked with all TAP participants to correct operating or
technical issues and have resolved most outstanding technical problems. In addition,
Gardena Municipal Bus Lines, Access Services, Inc., and LADOT are actively engaged
in implementing TAP into their fare systems.
Foothill Transit experienced issues that were potential barriers to remaining on the TAP
system. However, both Metro and Foothill staff have resolved to work on a list of critical
items to ensure that TAP will continue to meet their operational needs. To ensure
proper communication and accountability, Metro staff reports to the Foothill Executive
Board on a monthly basis so that progress and resolution of these items can be
monitored and tracked.
Most regional issues appear to stem from the complexity of local tariff rules, regional
fare policies such as the Interagency Transfers and the absence of a regional
participation agreement.
While staff continues to work with municipal participants to address local equipment and
tariff based issues, the regional implementation of TAP as fully envisioned needs better
focus. For TAP to emerge as a program of choice for local operators possible
simplification of tariff rules such as Interagency Transfers plus flexibility for the use of
low-costs fare media such as the disposable paper smart cards and simple bus
validators are potential solutions.
As a final determination for TAP to succeed regionally and fulfill the goal of seamless
regional travel for our customers, Metro and Municipal Operators must agree to the
operating rules and the participation agreement that has been drafted and circulated
among all transit agencies. The current participants have stayed consistent to the first
premise of the Universal Fare System, which was to honor each others' fare structures
and policies. Considering that after 1.6 million cards have been issued and over 15
million TAP boardings are transacted each month, the issue of technical malfunction
has been overcome, and current TAP user agencies are ready to proceed with
completion of this regional system that includes financial clearing and settlement. This
function has been performed manually for the last 10 months until all participant
agencies agreed that data integrity and technical reliability had been proven. With
achievement of that and with final contractual acceptance of the regional system, we
should look ahead to agreements with those using TAP on a day to day basis.
TAP Operatinq Rules and Participation Aqreement
Metro and TAP partners continue to meet on a regular basis to discuss technical and
program issues through the TAP Enabled Users Group. A schedule for vetting the
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Operating Rules and participation agreement has been distributed to the group with
anticipation that the agreement will be completed into its final form by September 2010.
Reqional Clearins House
The Regional Central Clearing and Settlement system has been designed and built.
During the pilot phase over the last 12 months multiple municipal operators have
launched stored value capability which is the basis for the clearing and settlement
feature of TAP. This pilot phase enabled the Municipal Operators to ensure data
integrity and build confidence that TAP was ready for a regional launch that will include
Metro. We have monitored this system to ensure that the current TAP Municipal
participants are able to verify and confirm their specific "revenue settlement positions"
through a manual reconciliation process. Now that this pilot phase has permitted the
TAP regional "users group'' to confirm operational readiness for a fully automated
process, Metro will launch its stored value capability during the new fiscal year.
Concurrently, Metro and Municipal participants are vetting the Operating Rules so that
when Metro launches this stored value debit feature these agreements are in place with
the active transit agencies to streamline manual revenue reconciliation.
Improved Communication with Municipal Operators
Additional staff has been dedicated to TAP regional coordination to further improve
communication with TAP participants and the Municipal Operators. General Mangers
(GMs) receive monthly TAP briefings. The TAP Enabled Users Group meets monthly to
discuss technical and operational issues regarding TAP. Other participants (Municipal
Operators and Local Transit systems) are invited to join the discussions. Metro staff
and their team of consultants regularly assist all Municipal Operators with any TAP
related issues. These past 2 months have been spent with TAP Operation personnel
testing and changing fare tables for 3 Municipal Operators and Metro as we all worked
towards ensuring a successful fare restructuring by July 1, 2010. This process of fare
table configuration and assistance to Muni participants plus changing 4,000 individual
TAP devices has been a very big undertaking and again, demonstrates that the system
is reliable and functioning as intended.
Muncipal Operators and Metro continue to work on improving communication channels
by ensuring regular updates and providing oversight on technical meetings.
LADOT Conversion
Metro has worked with LADOT to convert their 16,000 LADOT CityRide to TAP cards in
support of their reduced fare program. We continue to work with them to achieve
meeting a cut-over of their bus fleet during this year. Consultation with their staff
suggests that limited resources and organizational changes have delayed their
implementation; however, Metro continues to be in regular communication to help
facilitate a smooth installation during this next fiscal year.
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Gardena Muncipal Bus Lines
In June 2010, Metro staff met with Gardena staff to explore opportunities to enable their
TAP system. For the last year, Gardena has operated their TAP fare boxes in "cash
only" operation, much like Metro and Santa Clarita did in the original cut-over to this
new validating fare box. Gardena will continue to analyze their readiness to issue and
accept TAP stored value cards in their system. Metro will be providing oversight and
technical assistance to ensure a successful cutover.
Metrolink
Metrolink has been working on business and design concepts to achieve regional
connectivity between their riders carrying paper passes with the regional TAP
participants. While a solution was developed to associate their pass riders with transfers
that could be loaded onto TAP, Metrolink has elected on a moratorium until Metro
completed the installation of gates. With the Alert Gating alternative described earlier in
this report, an immediate need to address Metrolink transfers may not be required.
Staff will continue to communicate with Metrolink as progress on this option is
considered.

Metro is currently working with AS1 to provide TAP-enabled AS1 ID cards to ASI-certified
customers for use on the fixed-route system. For all TAP transit operators, AS1
cardholders will use their personalized, photo bearing AS1 identification card that is a
dual TAP card when boarding the bus or riding Metro Rail. These transactions will be
recorded, and the usage activity will be reported to AS1 for reimbursement. For other
non-TAP transit operators, the TAP-enabled AS1 ID card can continue to be used as a
form of identification for visual verification of disabled status. Transition of the AS1 ID
card to a TAP-enabled ID card is tentatively scheduled for 2010.

TAP PATH FORWARD
Visa Card Pilot
The co-branded Visa TAP card will be launched as a pilot program to the unbanked
community. As the final legal agreement is signed by Metro and Visa, staff has been
meeting at the program level to identify location for self-service kiosks that permit
customers to buy and pre-load cards that have broad practical use. It can be used not
only for riding public transit, but also operates no differently than a traditional debit card
anywhere that Visa is accepted. Moreover, personalization of this card will permit the
card holder to enjoy ATM usage, payroll deposits and electronic payments of utility bills.
Continued progress will be reported each month as the pilot begins later this fall.
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Reqional Fare Structure to be explored
Complex independent fare structures by local operators can hinder the regional
application of TAP. However, the EZ Transit Pass is an example of a successful
seamless fare program that has been achieved through regional cooperative effort. In
response to the Board motion to consider expanding EZ passes, the Regional EZ
Transit Pass working group is currently discussing various strategies and options. TAP
staff has been invited to participate in the dialog related to the feasibility to implement
these on limited use, disposable smart cards. Permitting parallel visual inspection with
TAP will engender goodwill with those who are not participants on the regional TAP
program, yet permit those who are to fully utilize their automated systems and relieve
bus operators from manual classification of fares. EZ day passes can be a potential
alternative for Interagency Transfers on a regional basis.

NEXT STEPS
As the TAP program matures, staff will continue to make program modifications to
improve operations and efficiencies as well as address concerns of our customers,
internal stakeholders and participants. As decision points come up, staff will bring
actions or recommendations to the Board for review or approval.
Attachment A
Attachment B

Customer Satisfacton On-Board Survey
Powerpoint Presentation - Status of TAP Implementation

Prepared by:

Matt Raymond, Chief Communications Officer
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ATTACHMENT B

Status of TAP Implementation
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